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Hello ! 
We are here to help those who deliver, manage or influence the creation of 
great  places. We do this by providing events, design review & sourcebooks. 
This year’s programme will focus on the climate emergency, the housing 
crisis, and, how good design and planning can help us all tackle these 
challenges.

/ Skills

Recent changes to how we live, work and travel have been swift. A ‘step 
change’ is taking place in how we plan and manage the built environment. 
These events will focus on the skills needed for quality place-making and 
delivering the changes that flow from the Planning White Paper, the London 
Plan and the Mayor’s Environment and Transport Strategies. 

/ Networks

As we recover from the pandemic, change is inevitable - in how we work, what 
we need to do and how services are funded. Our topical, up-to-the-minute 
networking events will provide a safe environment for you to share ideas, talk 
to others in similar situations, and find out about emerging best practice.

Event Sponsors
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Urban Design
For anyone involved in the built environment, this series is a must as it 
sets the foundations to understanding what makes a great place.  We will 
look at the characteristics of good design, understanding how these will 
help achieve planning and other policy objectives and what tools and 
processes we need to achieve a good outcome.

20/05/2021
Introduction to Urban Design
This session explains design policy and 
guidance, setting out the characteristics 
of a successful place.  We will look at 
how to ensure places are fit for purpose, 
encourage easy movement, are accessible 
and have efficient use of land and 
resources.

01/07/2021
Reading Plans & Drawings
We will understand how to read a plan and 
the various ways in which schemes can be 
visually represented, assessing projects 
that use different drawing types.  

18/11/2021
Negotiating Design
This vital skill in place-making introduces 
the language and stages of negotiation 
that will help you understand what is 
needed to ‘close the deal’ and get the best 
outcome for schemes. 

01/02/2022
Design & Viability
Understanding how development finances 
work and how they can impact on the 
design outcome is essential.  This session 
sets out the changing variables of scheme 
calculations and how to get the best design 
and a viable project.   

09/03/2022 
Sketchup for Site Capacity Studies
This 3D design software makes it possible 
to design and collaborate easily.  This 
practical session will set the foundations 
to understand the functionality and 
capabilities of this user-friendly, web-
based software. 

24/03/2022 

Masterplans & Design Codes
This session looks at the skills needed for 
Masterplanning; including urban spatial 
structure, how cities work and how to 
gather and what data and statistics to 
include for a successful masterplan. 

06/10/2021
Introductory Drawing Skills 
This popular session introduces a 
succinct and creative way to express your 
design ideas that aids discussion and 
interpretation of places and spaces. 
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20/04/2021
Using Planning Data
This session will highlight the plethora of 
data available as we explore how best to 
use it, what data is needed to meet targets 
and how it can help deliver the places we 
want.

27/05/2021
Mapping & Interactive Planning Tools
Technology allows us to share data on 
interactive mapping tools at the touch of 
a button. This session will take us through 
the basics of what is available, how to layer 
essential planning and environmental 
information and how it can be used and 
shared with others.

07/09/2021

Introduction to Design Codes
Design codes are both process and a 
document for setting out a set of illustrated 
design requirements for a specific site or 
a wider area. This session will introduce 
the process, explaining what to include 
when and the objectives required for each 
design code.

14/10/2021

Implementing  Design Codes
Looking in depth at how design codes can 
be evaluated and reviewed throughout 
the planning process, how they will be 
implemented and how best to interpret 
codes to ensure they deliver good 
place-making.   

Planning
The planning process and the planner’s role is changing.  Faster plans, 
pro-active local coding and co-design, using live-data and interactive 
tools will all be expected. These sessions will support the collaborative 
role of the planner to lead sustainable growth in their authorities.

24/11/2021
Making Best Use of Masterplans 
Making a comprehensive plan of your 
area guides future growth, provides a 
conceptual layout and involves a wide 
range of people. This session will consider 
best practice, investigating what you need 
to do to get the best from your plan.  

03/02/2022
Circular Economy 
Addressing our climate change targets, 
this session will look at how we can make 
the best use of resources and minimise 
the impact on our environment.  We will 
discuss using the right materials and the 
use, and re-use, of building products. 

17/03/2022
Local Plan Workshop
This workshop will help you set a framework 
for addressing housing needs alongside 
other social, environmental and economic 
priorities.  We will look at exemplars of 
inclusion and engagement in producing 
succinct and up-to-date local plans.   
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Natural London
This series will focus on the planning tools and design approaches we 
can employ to help green our growing city through workshops and case 
studies that highlight best practice. 

11/11/2021

Green Streets Code
Proposed changes to the planning 
system include the preparation of design 
codes to improve the quality of planning 
applications and speed up the planning 
process. This session will consider the 
key elements of a street code for green 
infrastructure.

13/05/2021
Designing for Biodiversity:  
Amenity Greenspace for Work
Workspaces that offer people accessible, 
connected and productive amenity space 
to meet and work in will be a priority in 
the coming years. Here we will investigate 
recent trends in biodiverse workspaces 
and highlight best practice examples and 
case studies from the UK and abroad. 

24/06/2021
Designing for Biodiversity:  
Green Roofs & Walls
We will introduce relevant policy and 
guidance and discuss design approaches 
to greening neighbourhoods. The training 
will include site visits to exemplary 
projects to investigate the construction 
detailing and maintenance regimes.

30/09/2021
Designing for Biodiversity:  
Urban Greening Factor Unpacked
This hands-on session will explain why 
we need an Urban Greening Factor (UGF) 
and include workshops on how to apply the 
UGF to a variety of development sites and 
contexts.

26/01/2022
Trees, Planning & Developments 
We will consider current planning policy, 
legislation and guidance and outline 
useful planning conditions in relation to 
trees and development. 

03/03/2022

Improving London’s Air Quality 
We will consider the challenges in 
delivering improvements to London’s air 
quality and present innovative air quality 
improvement projects and programmes, 
including low emission streets and 
neighbourhoods.
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Streets & Movement
This series will highlight the importance of movement and provide 
delegates with the skills and knowledge to design and detail healthy 
streets for all.

29/04/2021
Designing for People who Walk
We will look at the current policy to 
encourage more walking and investigate 
the planning and design principles and 
tools available to designers wishing to 
create accessible streets and spaces.

17/06/2021
Designing for People who Cycle
We will consider the attributes of a good 
cycle route, network planning principles, 
and discuss best practice in the design of 
junctions, crossings and side roads.

23/09/2021
Street Design: Principles & Practice
This introductory session will consider key 
principles in creating a connected network 
of safe streets for all and illustrate these 
through award winning case studies.

03/11/2021
Transport Modelling for All Modes
We will consider strategic traffic analysis 
and learn how to employ and interpret 
modelling software for all modes including 
walking, cycling and general traffic within 
different urban contexts.

18/01/2022
Introduction to Sustainable Urban 
Drainage Systems (SuDS)
This introductory session will explore 
the multiple benefits of delivering water 
sensitive design solutions for public realm 
projects large and small.

24/02/2022
Design SuDS for Streets 
This session is aimed at highway 
engineers who would like to develop their 
understanding of SuDS and develop their 
skills in designing and delivering them 
as an integrated element of a highway 
improvement project.

© Green Blue Urban
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28/04/2021
Introduction to Housing Design
Looking at all aspects of the design of great 
homes and how they help communities 
succeed.

15/09/2021
Housing Design Guidance   
& Standards
This session explores both the London 
Plan and guidance documents and 
national changes to housing standards, 
looking at how these support the creation 
of great places into the longer term.

21/10/2021 

Housing Coding 
Design codes are in the spotlight – this 
session will explore the what, when, where 
and how of codes for housing, looking at 
creation at different scales, delivery and 
their potential for great place-making.

16/03/2022
Housing on Small Sites
Gentle densification is a key way of 
achieving good growth. This session will 
look at the latest on borough approaches 
and examples of how it can be achieved on 
the most challenging of sites. 

Housing
The pressure is on to build sufficient, good quality homes, fostering 
successful communities.  These sessions will show you how to collaborate 
and learn from others to make great homes that enable your community to 
flourish into the future.

© Ash Sakula Architects
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Building Homes Programme
The Building Homes Programme is the place to learn how to provide great 
homes for all. We are pleased to bring you a wide range of events that 
focus on all stages of the development process and help you overcome the 
barriers to delivering good quality housing. This year we will investigate  
the current drive to zero carbon, the use of masterplans and design codes 
and how new housing can respond to the pandemic.

05/05/2021

Towards Zero Carbon Housing
There is much confusion on how to achieve 
zero carbon and where the milestones lie 
along the way.  This session will look at 
a range of approaches and discuss the 
practical challenges.

26/05/2021
Housing Debate Event 
Are we successfully tackling the housing 
crisis?  Are we building enough high 
quality homes in the right places, at a 
level people can afford?  This session will 
debate all aspects of this key issue.

10/06/2021 

Masterplanning Housing
Masterplans are a core part of place 
shaping.  This session will explore what 
elements they contain, the stages of 
developing a masterplan and how they are 
delivered in practice, discussing how they 
can support great places.

13/07/2021
Complex Housing Schemes
This session will explore mixed use, multi 
tenure and dense schemes to learn from 
successful case studies and understand 
key strategies for the delivery of great 
places.

28/09/2021 

Flexible Homes
Adaptable ‘loose-fit’ homes are a key focus 
post-pandemic for mental and physical 
health and economic resilience.  We will 
look at the opportunities and challenges 
of designing for flexibility and explore the 
scope to achieve this in practice.

09/02/2022
Housing for Different Groups
Delivering housing for diverse groups 
and across the generations is a huge 
challenge. This session explores 
successful approaches and how they can 
inform your thinking in this increasingly 
important area.

19/01/2022 

Housing & Communities
How can communities be involved with or 
lead housing projects? We  will discuss 
future directions for resident engagement, 
ballots, community led housing and the 
role of technology. 

These sessions are available 
in addition to our events 

programme. Local authorities 
and housing associations can 
subscribe to all ten events for 

£1k exVAT

For more info and to 
register email us at: info@
urbandesignlondon.com

01/12/2021 

Building Homes  Network Meeting
For those involved in housing 
commissioning, management and delivery, 
to share ideas, lessons learnt and best 
practice.

16/11/2021

Funding for Housing 
An update on the shifting pattern of 
funding for housing,  and finding ways to 
deliver great places within your budget.

08/03/2022 

Home-building Partnerships 
Collaboration is key to bring in vital skills in 
housing delivery, so how can partnerships 
help to provide great places?  An in-depth 
look at all aspects of partnership working 
in the housing sector.

© MetWork
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Networks
A variety of events including site visits and updates for those influencing 
and managing spaces and places to meet, share ideas and discuss best 
practice.

/

18/05/2021 
Examining Attitudes    
& Approaches to Living Local
Discussing changes to the way we 
value local connections, conditions 
and contributions and sharing practical 
approaches to supporting better local 
living.

30/06/2021 
Understanding Neighbourhood 
Character & Opportunities
Looking at both new and established ways 
of understanding neighbourhoods – from 
talking to local people to new forms of data 
analysis.

23/11/2021 

Working with Neighbourhood Players
Sharing ideas on how to identify and 
support those who understand, value 
and use a neighbourhood so they can 
positively influence how it changes.

Place-maker’s Network
Our neighbourhoods are evolving as we 
choose to work, shop and live sustainably 
and more locally.  This series looks at the 
issues and opportunities that arise and 
what is needed for inclusive management 
of change.

02/02/2022 
Liveable Neighbourhoods   
& Low Traffic Neighbourhoods
Considering the difference between these 
two approaches, their pros and cons and 
how they can be mutually supportive. 

29/03/2022
Supporting Local Businesses  
& Innovation 
Examining the most effective ways to 
support local action, whether this is 
helping new businesses to get going or 
helping existing enterprises to adapt to 
changing circumstances. 

© MikhailRiches
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© MikhailRiches

Design Review Network 
For anyone involved in using, participating 
or managing design reviews to share ideas 
and updates.

14/09/2021 
Design Review Panels   
& Design Codes

05/10/2021 
Monitoring the Success   
of Design Review

07/12/2021
Community Panels on the Rise

01/03/2022
Increasing Diversity    
in Design Review

Councillor’s Network
For any Councillor who has an interest in 
place-making and design; these sessions 
share knowledge, discuss topical issues 
and present emerging policy and research.
25/05/2021 
10/11/2021
08/02/2022

Young Practitioner’s Network
For members in the first 10 years of their 
careers to meet and learn from other 
inspiring young practitioners. 
07/07/2021
09/12/2021

31/03/2022 

Networks
/
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21/04/2021

Traffic Orders & Legal Challenges 
Options available for progressing schemes 
through the formal approvals process and 
where traffic orders have formed the key 
focus for challenges and the pitfalls to 
avoid.

09/06/2021
Are we OK? Exploring the Current 
Morale Amongst Staff
A frank conversation about the difficulties 
faced by officers, and some of the 
techniques that might be useful for dealing 
with those challenges.

15/07/2021

Modelling for Uncertainty 
Different perspectives on how best to plan 
for the future of our streets and transport 
networks in a world of such uncertainty.

22/09/2021
Air Quality Considerations   
for Traffic Engineers
Exploring the practical levers that 
boroughs can pull to reduce transport 
related pollution and the impact of 
transport initiatives more generally on air 
quality. 

02/11/2021
Innovations in Consultation   
& Engagement
Exploring best practice in community 
engagement around changes to the 
highway and examples of where this has 
been employed successfully in London.

02/12/2021

Local Transport Decision Making
Exploring the pro’s and con’s of different 
governance arrangements for developing 
and determining traffic management 
interventions.

27/01/2022 

Robust Equalities Impact 
Exploring best practice in development of 
EqIAs and reflecting on legal challenges 
against authorities.

LoTAG at UDL
The London Technical Advisor’s Group (LoTAG) are hosting a programme of networking 
events which will highlight best practice and new approaches developed by London 
Boroughs in their approach to planning for, and implementing, changes to road space 
allocation and traffic management.  

Limited to council and TfL officers only, these sessions provide    
a ‘safe space’ to debate these often-difficult processes.

© Peter Barber Architects

Networks
/
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Membership & Event Enquiries: 
info@urbandesignlondon.com

Information:
www.urbandesignlondon.com

              Urban Design London
              Palestra, 197 Blackfriars Road 
              London SE1 8NJ

              @UDLondon

              @urbandesignlondon

              Urban Design London Group

Supported by

Urban
   Design
      London


